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Part I

By Aaron Fisher

here is always a commotion in the world of Puerh
concerning the proper way to store tea and create fine
vintages—a teahouse bustling with friendly discussions,
arguments, laughter and wisdom in both English and
Chinese alike. As with so many topics floating around
the global teahouse, there are a lot of rumors, conjecture and even misinformation offered up between sips.
And like most things, mastery only comes with experience. In the meantime, we have to seek out as many
trustworthy sources as we can and rely on a rational
comparison of it all based on whatever experience we
have acquired; although sometimes common sense and
even intuition can lead us to teachers with a better,
deeper understanding of these matters.
One problem we find is that, especially in the
English speaking tea world, there are too few people
with real, lasting experience aging Puerh. We are, of
course, indebted to the few Chinese who have braved
the topic in English, like Mr. Chan Kam Pong, but
otherwise most of what you read is not based on any
real foundation—it’s teahouse rumors and conjecture.
It seems obvious that someone who has only been storing tea for a couple of years cannot have anything of
substance to say about long-term storage. I, personally,
have been drinking Puerh for fifteen years, and storing
it for eight or nine years, and yet I still would rather go

to masters like Zhou Yu, who have been watching tea
change for more than thirty years, seeking any information on the transformation of Puerh over long periods,
as well as how to make sure such teas reach their highest
potential. I trust his wisdom not just for its profundity
and breadth alone—he has been teaching tea as long
as I have been alive, after all—but also because I have
tasted many of the teas he has aged into maturity and
found them all exquisite. He isn’t the only one I have
studied these things with, but he’s as good of an example of a real master as any.
Even more problematic is the idea that you
can learn about aging and aged tea by drinking new
tea. The tea room now is a bit rowdy with the opinions of people who have drunk little to no aged Puerh.
You can’t sample a few different kinds of tea from any
genre and expect to have any kind of grasp on its flavor
profile. I drank aged Puerh from the Qing Dynasty,
Antique, Masterpiece and Chi Tse eras almost daily for
five years, sampling every vintage, and many of them
several times, before I felt even a little confident when
commenting on the characteristics of the genre itself. I
really don’t mean to come off snobby or elitist in saying
this. Almost all the great teas I drank weren’t ones I myself own. I was just really fortunate to meet some of the
great masters, and through no worth of my own to be

given wisdom and steeped teas I often felt and/or was
undeserving of. Anyway, for much of the time that I
have been drinking vintage Puerh it wasn’t as special or
rare an experience as it is today. As I said, I don’t mean
to boast; I made this point merely to express the common sense that without a lot of experience, one really
should do more listening than talking. You wouldn’t
expect someone to write a substantial, meaningful
article on oolong tea, for example, if they hadn’t tried
hundreds of kinds—enough times to develop an experiential wisdom worth listening to. Similarly, a handful
of sessions with a few aged teas is not enough for one
to understand the genre. And one thing all masters I’ve
ever met have concordantly exclaimed is that when it
comes to storing Puerh tea for a long time, the only
way to really understand which new teas are ideal and
how to store them properly is to drink a whole lot of
well-aged Puerh.
The obvious need for a substantial experiential
foundation in the genre of vintage Puerh in order to
really explore proper storage seems rather obvious to
me. The problem, however, is that the growth of the
Puerh industry has led to dramatic price increases in
vintage Puerh—to levels that are often well beyond
any realistic value of such. Those of us who were lucky
enough to drink and collect all the great vintages did
so at a time when they were much cheaper than now.
I paid 300USD for my first cake of Hong Yin (Red
Mark). Now they are often sold for more than $10,000.

I would, of course, never pay that price even if I could
afford it. This incredible price increase has effectively
pushed the enjoyment of vintage Puerh into the hands
of the few wealthy tea lovers who can manage to pay
for it. Unfortunately, the Chinese saying “those without
grapes call the wine sour” all too often applies to many
of the conversations one can hear as one strolls around
the teahouse: some people dismissing this or that vintage more out of such jealousy than a real understanding of its nature.
Leaning heavily on the wisdom of my masters,
as well as my experience drinking a whole lot of vintage
teas these years, I would like to explore the controversial
topic of Puerh storage. I’m trying to highlight some of
the rumors and legends and offer information that is
based on solid experience. Much of the topic is unknown and mysterious; but some predominant truths
became clear as I had many, many conversations about
storing Puerh with people like Zhou Yu, Ling Ping
Xiang, Chen Zhi Tong, Chan Kam Pong, Master He,
various biology and agricultural professors at universities in Taiwan and in Yunnan, and even some of the old
timers in Hong Kong. While I do have a decent-sized
collection of old tea, and have drank my way through
all the old vintages, I still feel that these are the men
we all need to be listening to, rather than the teahouse
rumors that all too often lead back to urban legends,
insubstantial conjecture, and worse yet, even back to
vendors who are merely marketing their own products.

The myth of the water works
One of the first urban legends one encounters
when one enters the Puerh teahouse and begins exploring this wonderfully vast genre of tea is the “sprayed
water” teas (pen shui). There are a magnificent amount
of these clandestine factories “over there” in some other
city or neighborhood where Puerh gangsters are busy
forging vintage Puerh tea by spraying water over it to
make it mold and ferment quicker. These evildoers
greedily survey their dripping collections, rubbing there
hands in cartoony, villainous greed as their googley eyes
roll about, “Mwuahahahahaha!” Everyone has heard
this story, and it would seem that such deceitful warehouses would be found all over, if the rumors were true;
and that every third vintage cake was one of these.
Actually, this urban legend is just that. Like
most legends, however, it does have some basis in fact:
there have indeed been cases of people spraying water

on cakes and storing them in basements to then sell
them as older teas. However, such cases are rare in areas
where drinking a lot of vintage Puerh has been popular,
like Hong Kong, Taiwan and Malaysia. There are just
too many shops to make such a venture profitable in
the least. Consumers would discover too quickly the
huge difference in quality between such destroyed teas
and teas that are really old.
While you can make a tea dark and ferment it
at a quicker rate by spraying it like this, it would only
affect the outer surface of the cake, while the inside
would remain like new tea. Also, if “sprayed water (pen
shui)” teas were really made in this way, they would too
often be covered in unhealthy yellow, orange or black
molds. Actually, there is no way to give Puerh tea a real
flavor of age by using this method, and a stroll down a
street of shops selling old Puerh would quickly reveal
this to any consumer and ruin the reputation of our
curly-mustached villain. Such a tea would be dead, flat
and more importantly—as we’ll get to later—it would
be completely lacking in Cha Qi. In point of fact, I

have seen very few of such cakes. Though I have seen so
little, I have heard this rumor an unbearable amount of
times; and it is always someone’s friend or cousin’s lover’s neighbor who was ripped off. I have even been told
by Westerners that all wet stored tea was of this variety,
which is of course absurd. How many of these cakes
have you actually seen? Not your friend or the guy that
comes to your local tea shop with the funny toupee, but
you yourself? How many of these evil factories have you
found in your travels?
That said, there are real “pen shui” teas that are
made mostly in Guang Dong. They aren’t usually cakes,
though; they use loose-leaf teas, primarily grown in border areas or Vietnam. Also, they don’t let the tea get all
moldy, dripping in some basement, but in reality spray
the tea, store it wet for some time, and then spread it
out to dry—often in the sun. While this technique
does in fact speed up fermentation, it doesn’t magically
make a two year tea as dark as a thirty-year. The experts
I asked suggest that it speeds up initial fermentation by
about triple, so one year becomes three, ten becomes

thirty, etc.; but only relative to the color of the liquor
and strength of flavor, not Cha Qi. Also, there comes
a point where the tea gets heavily fermented and is
impervious to this kind of change, at which point only
age can continue its journey. The tea is watched and
there is actually some technique to this kind of storage;
it is, therefore, as viable a method of fermenting Puerh
as any. As we will discuss in a bit, Ripe (shou) tea is
fermented in almost the exactly same way —often less
hygienically as well.
While the age of such sprayed teas is often exaggerated, people in Guang Dong ferment tea in this way
because there is a market for it—not necessarily because
they want to scam a bunch of people who get home
only to cry out in aguish as they discover that their tea
was ruined by “pen shui”. I have seen them making this
tea on the side of the road, not hiding what they are doing at all. In fact, just as you may have been taught that
all such tea is bad, there are some people in Asia that
feel old Puerh isn’t “real” if it doesn’t have the characteristics such fermentation brings.
Be careful about dismissing whole genres of tea.
Some “sprayed water” teas might have gone through a
bit of this storage in the 1960’s, 70’s or 80’s and then
been moved to Hong Kong or Taiwan and stored more
drily for several decades, correcting the initial “sprayed

Wet Stored tea that is wrapped in plastic for a
decade or so to dry out.

water” fermentation. I have had good teas in this genre
and poor ones—bad mostly because they went overboard with the wetness—they lacked technique, in
other words, which just as often happens with poorly
fermented Ripe (Shou) tea—sometimes so much that
people would mix the tea with flowers to cover up the
flavors. This kind of tea is more predominant in Guang
Dong alone, rather than everywhere vintage Puerh has
been popularly drunk.
This is not to say that the vintage Puerh market in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Malaysia, etc. is free of
fraudulence and immorality—I myself have paid my
tuition to attend that course more than once. Of course
it exists; and the more prices have risen, the more such
things have started to happen. Long ago, there wasn’t
much of a point in forgery, because Puerh was one of
the cheapest teas around and the fakes wouldn’t have
been worth the effort. Such blatant scams as spraying
water on cakes of tea, however, can only target true
beginners, and even then not for long. In Hong Kong,
people prefer “wet stored” tea, and any dishonesty usually revolves around that kind of tea or the wrapping.
The really substantial scams in the Puerh world—I
say “world” because throughout history Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Malaysia have represented the bulk of
that realm—are more related to faking wrappers to
put on newer cakes, switching wrappers from older to
younger cakes—exaggerating the age of a tea by 10 or
20 years, especially if its loose-leaf, wet stored—and
even roasting/baking (Not, as the urban legend would
suggest, taking a two-year-old cake and with a bit of
misty water fooling people into thinking it’s fifty years
old). Since it requires a real in-depth understanding of
so-called “wrapperology” to discover the fraud, much
of which has only come to light with the recent work
of masters like Chen Zhi Tong, these scams can and do
work, generating more and longer-lasting profits for the
unscrupulous.
One example of a well-known case of fraudulence should suffice to highlight the general methodology: The Puerh family known as “Huang Yin (Yellow
Mark)” for the most part extends through the 1970’s.
In 1972, control of Yunnan Puerh tea was switched to
the CNNP, beginning what scholars have come to call
the “Chi Tse Era”. Wrappers were changed to reflect
this. However, there was some stock of cakes left over
from the 1960’s when the CNNP arrived on the scene.
They wrapped these older cakes in their newly-designed
paper, the same paper that would later define the
Huang Yin family, though the neifeis (inner trademark

Red and Yellow Mark cakes. Sometimes Yellow
Mark cakes were dishonestly sold as their more
valuable and earlier counterparts. (Photos courtesy of our friends at Wushing Publication)

ticket) were still the large “ba-zhong” (eight zhong characters around the one for tea) of the earlier Masterpiece
Era. In the Chi Tse Bing Era, the neifeis would also have
words beneath this symbol, distinguishing them from
the earlier tickets. These earliest Huang Yin, therefore,
have come to be known as “Ba Zhong Huang Yin” since
they have different neifeis. There are preciously few of
them left today. Why? Well, because many crooks took
off the Huang Yin wrappers and replaced them with
Hong Yin (Red Mark) ones in order to sell them for
more. It worked because even people who had some
limited experience with Huang Yin would have been
drinking the later 1970’s versions, and since this cake
was obviously older and had a different neifei, as well
as being a higher quality tea from a different era, they
were able to pull off this scam for quite some time.
Many other immoral business practices have
polluted the vintage Puerh market over the years, but
the idea that people are busy destroying tea by spraying
it with water is ridiculous, at least in any amount to really be of impact to the consumer. Even if you encoun-

tered such a tea, it would quickly be obvious that it was
such a ruined piece. And as for the loose-leaf “sprayed
water” teas of Guang Dong, they are easily recognizable
while they are young. The difference between such a tea
and a “traditional”, “wet stored” tea from Hong Kong is
that the “wet stored” one simply tastes musty, while the
“sprayed water” tea will drastically change flavors from
steeping to steeping—that is unless the sprayed tea has
also gone through a significant storage period after being fermented in that way, in which case it would just
be deemed a “wet stored” tea, genuinely aged.
Confusing this tea for wet-stored tea is an even
more pernicious rumor I have heard repeated, mostly
in the West. The term “wet stored (se chang)” has never,
ever referred to “sprayed water (pen shui)” tea to any
but the misinformed. That some foreigners would think
all wet stored Puerh tea was of this variety is sad, since
it would cause them to avoid a whole, huge aspect of
the world of vintage Puerh. Furthermore, even the real
“sprayed water” teas aren’t to be thrown out entirely,
though I must admit that I don’t prefer them.

It is important that we dismiss the idea that
most vintage Puerh tea is fake. This is simply not true.
The proportion of dishonest businessmen in the world
of Puerh is no greater than in any other industry. I truly
believe that more people are good and honest than
otherwise; and that, when we pessimistically assume the
contrary, we consequently attract the very negativity
that affirms our perspective. Still, one does need to proceed with a measure of rational caution, develop experience and seek the guidance of qualified masters to avoid
the unfortunate fake teas that do exist. Since the Puerh
boom there have been many more attempts to generate
fake vintage tea in Mainland China. However, going
there to buy antique tea or seek experts in vintage tea is
a bit like traveling to Romania to find Swiss chocolate,
with the obvious and ironical twist that once, long ago,

this aged tea was all produced in Yunnan. Therefore,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Malaysia are obviously the
places to begin learning about this genre of tea.
In fact, a lot of these legends and rumors begin
in business, and as we turn to explore the real differences between wet and dry storage, much of the motivation behind them will become very clear.
Join us as we continue this discussion in Part II, contained within this same issue of The Leaf.
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